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NEW BADGE POLICY 

Human Resources will be implementing a new badge policy to incorporate that all employees will 

have two identical badges (front and back) with photo ID, name and title. (See Policy 400 on page 

two) 

We understand proper identification in the healthcare environment is a key component of 

maintaining secure operations, particularly visual identification with the large number of people 

passing through Covenant HealthCare at any given time. HFAP requires this mandate to “protect 

patients’ rights.”  All patients, as well as their family members, have the right to know the name 

and status of the person providing their care. Covenant employee badges instantly enhance visual 

security and provide proof of the person’s identity to administrators and patients who put their full 

trust in their healthcare providers.  

ID badges are not limited to solely increasing visual security. And as we know, enthusiasm and 

respectful care is not just for our patients, but rather how we treat each other according to our WE 

CARE values. Have you ever wanted to say “Hi” and/or acknowledge and appreciate another 

employee by name but their badge was flipped over (with no photo or name shown)?   

The timing of this will happen over the calendar year due to limited resources. In addition, not all 

employee’s photos are in the software system. Of those employees, new photos will need to be 

taken.  Human Resources will be reaching out directly to departmental leaders to coordinate efforts 

as we’re ready to move on to the next department or group.  The policy change has been 

implemented for both new hires and for those employees who have had the need for replacement 

badges (I.D., lost badges and title changes). 

Thank you for your patience while we improve upon making Covenant HealthCare a safe and 

connected community! Should you have questions or concerns, please call Lisa Killey, Human 

Resources consultant, at 583.4370. 
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